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Need of Vedic Mathematics, Science & Technology University

Dear seekers of Vedic knowledge,

I presume that you have been through my statement on ‘Formation of Vedic mathematics, Science & Technology University’.

During this short time slot, I take up four aspects for interaction.

First aspect

Vedas approach whole range of knowledge as a single Discipline, including Mathematics.

Vedic Mathematics is mental Mathematics.

Being mental Mathematics it is of compactified states.

Being compactified states, it sequentially unfolds.

It is this feature which deserves to be appreciated.

And it is this feature which makes Vedic mathematics being of different format and features than that of the contemporary Mathematics.

As such this is the one reason why there is a need of Vedic
Mathematics, Science & Technology University.

Now I pause and invite questions

Second aspect

Vedic Systems chase Earth to Sun range in terms of Sathapatya measuring rod which is a synthetic set up of hyper cubes 1 to 6. This chase is as of a transcendental carriers of Sun light sustaining our Existence Phenomenon within solar Universe.

Now I pause and invite questions

Third aspect

The contemporary Mathematics may be augmented with the help of format, features and values of Ganita Sutras which simultaneously avail artifices of numbers as well as geometric formats for covering the Earth to Sun range.

Now I pause and invite questions

Fourth aspect

The focus of mathematical instructions for young minds are to be of gentle steps parallel to the way intelligence field sequentially grows within the consciousness reservoir within human frame.

Now I pause and invite questions

1. Vedas are the Source Reservoir of Knowledge. Rigved Samhita is the oldest book of Mankind. It is preserved from its first syllable to its last 432000th syllable. The organization of this Samhita is on the format parallel to format of sustenance of Existence Phenomenon of our Solar Universe by Jyoti Flow through Rays of the
Sun. This feature makes Vedas being written on Rays of the Sun and Rigved Samhita becomes the Constitution of the Universe. (5)

2. The organization features of *Rigved Samhita* as 10 Mandals, 8 Austaks, 64 Adheyays, 85 Anuwaks, 1028 Suktas, 2024 Vargas, 10552 Richas and 432000 Syllables and 10 lac letters is along the format of hyper cube 6 and is parallel to the order of *Surya, Atman, Pursha* and *Vishnu lok*. Because of which whole range of knowledge stands unified as single Discipline of knowledge accepting single Alphabet. (2)

3. Present day division of knowledge as small ranges Disciplines of Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Zoology and all that makes even the conceptual comprehension to have approach to whole range of knowledge as single wholesome Discipline beyond conceivable reach. And this being so Vedic knowledge systems need be approached Vedic way and for this reason, Vedic mathematics, Science & Technology University is being conceived. (2)

4. Vedic mathematics, Science & Technology is the Discipline distinct than the Disciplines of Vedic mathematics, Vedic Science & Vedic Technologies. The knowledge values of VMS & T transcend through the individual values of Mathematics, Sciences and Technologies. And at the same time these remain the values essence of Mathematics, Sciences and Technologies as a common values source reservoir. Because of Vedic Systems having been dormant for some centuries, the knowledge values source reservoir of ancient wisdom with Vedas at core have not been effectively availed. The institutionalized need of research and teaching requires formation of Vedic mathematics, Science & Technology University. (5)

5. The integrated approach to the Existence Phenomenon of our solar universe is needed to be institutionalized. There is a need of institutionalized research and teaching of unison formats of
transcendental (5-space) carriers of Sunlight carrying the Jyoti from core of Sun and sustaining the manifestation format of our Existence Phenomenon within Human Frame as consciousness bits being carried by transcendental (5-space) carriers of soul. (2)

6. Least we know is about ourselves. Existing education systems are simply feeling shy of entering this domain of our ignorance about ourselves. Intelligence field, the way it surfaces and acquires sequential progressions within our consciousness states are simply not part of our academic curriculum. The compactified states of manifestation formats of human body as ‘Mundane, Subtle and Casual’ are remaining out of comprehension considerations. A reach beyond the causal state of body is just unvisualizable for existing systems. (4)

7. These aspects make a space for conceiving and realizing the necessity of Vedic mathematics, Science & Technology University. The formation of VMS & T University has been my absorption for last a few years. I am convinced that it would be valuable for Mankind. The necessary basics are there in one form or the other. The Ancient Wisdom Reservoir as well is blissfully intact and lively but in different Frames. I am doing my efforts. These are just individualistic steps. The formation of Vedic mathematics, Science & Technology University is the Assignment and Responsibility, which deserve to be Institutionalized. Let each one of us pool our knowledge, experience and wisdom for this Noble Cause. (7)
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